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 J-Steel Systems Pvt. Ltd. was established in the year 2010 for introducing the world class technology in piping system in India. The best technology in Stainless Steel piping with press-fit crimping design is the most commonly used piping system for prestigious projects across the world. This piping system has been successfully used in most of the iconic infrastructure projects like Parliament, IITs, AIIMS, Hospitals, universities, High Rise building, Industries, to name a few projects.The company headed is setup by Pravin Goel, Engineer and MBA, a renowned expert in Stainless Steel, credited with introducing the SS piping system in India. He has been well recognized in industry having been awarded Gold Medal by STAI for innovative paper on SS applications, worked with Railway engineers for promoting use of SS in Railway coaches and wagons, etc."J-Press" is the brand that brings this world class technology with local manufacturing to eliminate dependence on China. This piping technology is suitable of all the Quality Infrastructure projects looking for maintenance free long life with low lifecycle costs.  
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2The Pressure rating for stainless steel Pipe for general service is 16 kg/cm  design. However, the pipes have 
2been found capable enough to withstand fluid pressure as high as 25 Kgf/cm  (355 psi).

CORROSION RESISTANCE OF STAINLESS STEEL 
& OTHER MATERIALS

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

The Stainless Steel Association conducted immersion tests on stainless steel and other materials in hot water. 
The following table is an excerpt from the data in its report. The dissolution of stainless steel is very small, and 
in terms of both concentration of dissolved metallic ions and corrosion weight loss, we have the relationship 
SS 304 <copper < galvanised sheet. The quantity of dissolved iron ions is 107 times greater, and the corrosion 
is 77 times greater with galvanised sheet than SS 304. In case of Copper, the dissolved Copper ions is 8 times 
greater and corrosion is 10 times greater than SS 304. 
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